
Essence of an Artist: Follow YOUR Dream:
Loren Ellis an Auto- Bio Her Art, Poetry & Life

  oren’s book and film timeline: 
2016-2020 Loren tells the mystical 
story why this book and film was 
NOT Loren’s Idea!.  Loren received 
her first art award, first place in 5th 
grade school. In 1966 Loren studied 
violin in grade school then again 
in college. Born in N.Y., grew up in 
Florida, has an M.F.A. Florida State 
U. 1977, a B.A. U. of South Florida 
1974. Loren, with her violin, went on 
to study art and violin in Italy in 1974. 
Loren’s first book, Photographs and 

Visit: www.LorenEllisArt.com to see Loren’s book, art and documentary! 

Ephemeral Portico (Yellow Cloth Poem) Turtle Following Footsteps (Beautiful Beach Poem) 

PsychologyToday.com Magazine article by Diane Dreher PhD. of Loren’s book, film, and 
art in Loren’s vision of What is Creativity? Creativity is in all walks of life! Do not stifle the 
pioneer attitude. A Mistake is a Miracle!

Loren 2021  (Angel Finds her Wings…Art & Poem) Atlantis NYC/Fl. 1989 begins Loren’s ongoing ecological series.

The set for the film, with her murals and negatives. Click here to watch the full Documentary. 

Ocean Evolution Male 2012 Palm Fronds art! Bird Running with the Universe 2001

The commercial Keep moving forward

L

Thoughts 1977 was purchased by The Museum of Modern Art in NYC and NYC Public Library 
Museum. In 1989 Loren moved back to New York to follow her dream. Loren is always helping 
others. Loren founded of Art for Healing.com in 2000 and retired Art for Healing in 2022, after 
22 years of service of healing through the arts to the community. Loren’s book presently a finalist 
and is still on track for two category prizes, including the Eric Hoffer Grand Prize and the da Vinci 
Eye is an additional distinction, awarded to books with outstanding cover art.” 2023
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